UCLA Department of Mathematics Graduation Celebration
June 12, 2022
9:00 – 11:30 a.m.
Court of Sciences

Welcome
Chandrashekhar Khare

Guest Speaker
Robert S. Harrison
(Chairman, President, and Chief Executive Officer of First Hawaiian Bank)

Presentation of Departmental Awards

Presentation of Outstanding Actuarial Science Student Award
Eva Gabrielle Pando Mars and Yu-Wei Vincent Yeh
recognized by Chandrashekhar Khare

Presentation of Outstanding Mathematics/Economics Student Award
David Dalton Yu recognized by Don Blasius

Presentation of Sherwood Award
Ciprian-Mircea Bonciocat and Tachin Ruangkriengsin recognized by David Gieseker

Presentation of Daus Award
Yuyan He and Su Zhou recognized by Burt Totaro
Mingxin Li and Sian Wen recognized by Guido Montufar
Pengyu Li and Minghao Pan recognized by Ko Honda

Presentation of Pacific Journal of Mathematics Dissertation Prize
Christian Carrick, Kevin Miller and Francis White recognized by Don Blasius

Presentation of Ph.D. Degree Candidates
Chandrashekhar Khare and Inwon Kim

Recognition of Achievements
Mathematics/Education Interns recognized by Bruce Rothschild
Departmental Honors Students recognized by Don Blasius
Departmental Scholar Students recognized by Don Blasius

Presentation of Bachelor’s Degree Candidates
Chandrashekhar Khare and Don Blasius

Closing Remarks
Chandrashekhar Khare